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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

NOV21 2145 10 2147 2127 2135 DEC21 210,20 0,95 210,90 207,80 209,25

JAN22 2153 8 2158 2138 2145 MAR22 213,25 1,10 213,65 210,75 212,15

MAR22 2107 7 2112 2094 2100 MAY22 214,20 1,05 214,35 211,70 213,15

MAY22 2078 2 2087 2078 2076 JUL22 214,55 0,90 215,10 212,35 213,65

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Supports: 2065, 2015 & 1915
Resistances: 2170-2175 & 2270-2280

New York ICE:

Supports: : 207,50, 201,50, 190,75 & 188,75
Resistances: 211,50 & 222,25 - 225,50
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last high low

1,16103 1,1619 1,15882

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

ECB President Lagarde stated that the upswing in inflation is largely driven by temporary factors, but admitted that price pressures could become more persistent

if supply bottlenecks last longer or wages rise more than expected. Council member Rehn stated that medium-term inflation expectations are in line with the ECB
strategy.

The Euro held firm into the New York open with a peak around 1.1625 against the dollar with defensive demand for the US currency undermined by strength in
equities.

Brazil’s Arabica coffee growing regions have received more than 40mm of rainfall over the past two weeks, more than three times the amount during the same

period last year. Both soil moisture levels and land surface temperature in the regions are also climbing and are comparable to levels last seen in 2019, when
Brazil produced a bumper coffee crop. Farm owners in Sao Paulo state say they are hoping the promising rainfall and declining drought conditions, following 12

months of difficult weather problems, will bring a better coffee harvest next year.

Brazil weather next five days rain considerably increases soil moisture in all producing areas. This week, in addition to rainfall over southern Bahia, it will rain

heavily over Paraná, São Paulo and Minas Gerais in the second half of the week.

The Brazilian real fell to near the lows of the last six months. The firmness of the dollar and forecasts of further increases in the interest rate in Brazil contributed
to the weakness of the currency.

Brazilian exports of green coffee fell 29% in September compared with a year earlier, to 2.74 million 60-kg bags, exporters association Cecafe said on
Wednesday, as shipping difficulties continued to hamper the commodity's flow. Cecafe's head, Nicolas Rueda, said there was no change regarding shipping, with

exporters struggling to get bookings for containers and vessels, as well as facing frequent loading postponements from shipping companies.

The Vietnam Customs Authority have reported that Vietnam’s coffee exports for the month of September have registered 10.20% lower from the previous month,

at 1,672,333 bags. This number is proving to be lower than the 2.00 million bags that had been initially forecast for the month’s coffee exports.

This sees the cumulative export performance from Vietnam, the largest producer of robusta coffee at 5.40% lower than the same period last year at a total
19,666,667 bags in the first nine months of the 2021 calendar year. The report also indicates that the coffee export revenue for the first nine months of 2021
calendar year is 3.40% higher than the same period last year at a total of around 2.20 billion US Dollars.

Storm Kompasu weakens into tropical depression off central Vietnam. As a result, the central region will continue to receive heavy rains and face the threat of

flash floods and landslides in mountainous areas and flooding in low-lying and riverine areas. However, there is no direct impact to the coffee belts by now.

Coffee production in the now completed 2020-21 harvest cycle in Colombia ended lower with total output expected at about 13 million 60-kilogram bags. This

comes after weather problems cut yields shorter than expected, exporters and industry officials in Colombia said. This compares to total production in the
previous 2019-20 cycle where Colombian coffee producers registered 14.1 million bags. Coffee growers in Colombia have failed to deliver up to 1 million bags of

beans this year or nearly 10% of the country’s crop. The default would prompt exporters of Colombian coffee to scramble to obtain coffee supplies on the cash
market.

Guatemalan exports doubled y/y in September with shipments climbing to 403,459 bags from 191,000 bags a year earlier.

In Honduras, preliminary data indicated that exports of the 21/22 harvest started this month may come near the prior seasons total of 5.83m bags said Miguel
Pon, executive director of the nation’s main exporter group Adecafeh.

India - On Wednesday of last week Indian producers were asking the finance minister (Nirmala Sitharaman) to restructure outstanding loans amid financial

stress.

NY Certified stocks are down more than 250,000 bags to 1,940,000 from the highest level on July 21. The largest withdrawals have taken place in the

Antwerp warehouse, 186,000 bags, and the most significant withdrawals being those of Brazil origin at 96,665 bags, followed by the Hondurans of 93,976
bags. Next year deficit is prompting industry to withdraw cert stocks on recovery demand as major economies reopen.

Bloomberg ‘Pret Index’ has revealed more people returning to their London offices every week with Pret A Manger Ltd.’s sales in the West End now
higher than they were pre Covid. The company’s transaction volume in the City of London and Canary Wharf set a new high last week and is now around 82% of

the levels seen pre pandemic.

The International Coffee Organization’s (ICO) latest report finds that coffee prices underwent further increases in September 2021, but volatility lessened

substantially while the market continues to be driven by weather in Brazil and by Covid-related disruption affecting trade in Asia.
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